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Abstract 
This Study Was Performed With The Participation Of 31 Science Teacher Candidates In Their Second Year Of 
Higher Education, Enrolled In The Science Education Department Of A University In Turkey. During The Study, 
The Teacher Candidates Were Asked Two Open-Ended Questions. The Validity Of These Questions Developed 
Specifically For This Study Was Evaluated By Two Expert Researchers. The Aim Of The Study Was To 
Determine How Science Teacher Candidates Viewed The Concepts Of Scientific Creativity And Critical 
Thinking. The Results Of This Study Indicated That The Science Teacher Candidates Did Not Have An In-Depth 
Understanding Or Interpretation Of The Concept Of Scientific Creativity, And That Their Knowledge Of Critical 
Thinking Was Correct, Yet Insufficient. 




Creative Thinking And Critical Thinking Are Two Higher Thinking Skills That Support One Another. In The 
Present Age Of Innovation, Individuals With Strong Creative And Critical Thinking Skills Are In High Demand 
In All Sectors. Critical Thinking Not Only Allows Individuals To Gain A Deeper Insight And Understanding Of 
Events, But Also Enables To See Them More Accurately, Openly, Comprehensively, And Rationally (Nosich, 
2012). In The Mental Model He Developed, Guilford (1967) Distinguished Convergent Thinking From 
Divergent Thinking, And Emphasized The Importance Of Divergent Thinking In The Development Of Creative 
Thinking (Lee And Therriault, 2013). According To Özden (2011), Critical Thinking Is An Active And 
Organized Mental Process That Aims To Understand The Events, Situations, And Thoughts In Our Surrounding 
World, As Well As Our Own Person, By Taking Into Account Our Own Thoughts And The Thoughts Of The 
Persons With Whom We Interact. Critical And Creative Thinking Are Skills That Involve Producing Or Selecting 
Ideas Based On Information/Knowledge And Logic (Carroll, 2013). Critical Thinking Is More Associated With 
Rational And Conscious Processes, While Creative Thinking Tends To Be Associated With Irrational Or 
Unconscious Processes (Alghafri And Bin Ismail, 2014). Scientific Creativity Is A Higher Skill That Has A 
Significant Effect On The Innovative Approaches Of Individuals. In Contrast To General Creativity, Scientific 
Creativity Is Strongly Associated With Scientific Knowledge, Scientific Skills, And Scientific Attitudes (Jo, 
2009). Park (2011) Describes That Scientific Creativity Consists Of Three Dimensions, Which Are Creative 
Thinking, Scientific Knowledge, And Scientific Inquiry. Hu And Adey (2002) Previously Developed A 
“Scientific Creativity Model” For Field-Specific Creativity, Which Consists Of The Following Dimensions: 
Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, Imagination, Thinking, Scientific Knowledge, Scientific Problem, Scientific 
Fact, And Technical Product. Within The Frame Of Scientific Creativity, “Fluency Can Be Defined As The 
Collection Of All Ideas That Are Scientifically Correct; Flexibility Can Be Defined As Fluent Thoughts Formed 
In Different Areas And With Different Approaches; And Originality Can Be Defined As Fluent Ideas That Are 
Present At A Certain Percentage/Ratio Within The Relevant Group” (Demir, 2014). 
Teachers Who Can Think Creatively And Critically Based On A Scientific Perspective, And Who Can See 
Events From Different Angles Occupy An Important Place In Education. Training Science Teachers Who Have 
Creative And Critical Thinking, As Well As A Scientific Perspective, Is Particularly Important For Raising Future 
Generations Who Also Possess These Thinking Skills. For This Reason, We Believe That It Is Particularly 
Important To Assess And Determine The Level Of Scientific Creativity And Critical Thinking Among Science 
Teacher Candidates. 
In This Context, The Aim Of This Study Was To Determine How Science Teacher Candidates Assessed Their 
Own Level Of Scientific Creativity And Critical Thinking. 
 
Methods 
This Study Was Performed With 22 Science Teacher Candidates In Their Second Year Of Higher Education, 
Attending The Science Education Department Of A University In Turkey. In This Study, The 22 Science Teacher 
Candidates Were Asked Two Open-Ended Questions, Which Were, “What Does The Concept Of Scientific 
Creativity Mean For You?” And, “What Does The Concept Of Critical Thinking Mean For You?” Qualitative 
Data Obtained With The Open-Ended Questions Were Classified According To Predefined Codes And Themes, 
And The Data Were Interpreted Based On The Number Of Times The Codes Were Repeated. The Validity Of 
These Questions Developed For This Study Was Evaluated By Two Expert Researchers. 
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Data Obtained In This Study Were Organized And Presented In Tables. Table 1 And Table 2 Show The 
Frequency Of The Themes And Codes Identified In The Qualitative Data Obtained From The Teacher 
Candidates. 
 
Table 1. The Themes And Codes Of The Definitions Of Scientific Creativity Provided By The Teacher 
Candidates 
Scientific Creativity Themes Codes N 
Originality Originality 3 
Difference/Innovation 9 
Scientific Knowledge Science/Scientific Thinking  12 




In-Depth/Detailed Examination  1 
Making Associations With Other Ideas 0 
Fluency  
 
Producing Numerous Ideas 0 
Producing Ideas/Thoughts 5 
Product Making Inventions 1 
Designing 3 
Products 4 
Imagination Imagination 2 
As Shown In Table 1, The Science Teacher Candidates Used Various Different Terms To Describe The Concept 
Of Scientific Creativity. It Is Was Determined That The Terms “Science/Scientific Thinking,” 
“Difference/Innovation,” And “Producing Ideas/Thoughts,” Were The Most Frequently Used; That The Terms 
“Making Associations With Other Ideas,” “Producing Numerous Ideas," “Making Inventions,” And “Performing 
Experiments” Were Not Used At All; And That The Terms “Originality,” “Scientific Knowledge,” “Knowledge,” 
“In-Depth/Detailed Examination,” “Designing,” “Product,” And “Imagination” Were Mentioned Only 
Occasionally. 
 
Table 2. The Codes Of The Definitions Of Critical Thinking Provided By The Teacher Candidates. 
Codes N 
Identifying Problem In An Idea 1 
Accepting/Rejecting Views Based On Facts 5 
Expressing A Positive/Negative View Based On 
Facts 
1 
Being Inquisitive 3 
Looking At A Subject From All Angles 4 
Being Objective/Impartial 5 
As Shown In Table 2, The Expressions Most Commonly Mentioned By The Science Teacher Candidates 
Regarding The Concept Of Critical Thinking Was “Accepting/Rejecting Views Based On Facts,” “Being 
Objective/Impartial,” And “Looking At A Subject From All Angles.” Although These Definitions Were Correct, 
They Did Not Cover Or Describe All Aspects Pertaining To The Concept Of Critical Thinking. 
 
Conclusion And Discussion 
Science Applications Generally Involve Problem-Finding And Solving, As Well As The Use Of Critical Thinking 
To Discover And Inquire (Gomes, 2005). According To Aizikovitsh-Udi And Amit (2011), Critical Thinking 
Involves Questioning The Reliability Of Knowledge, Of Accepting Facts Supported By Examples From Daily 
Life, Rejecting Poorly-Structured Arguments, And Using Skepticism. Scientific Creativity Can Be Defined As 
The Use Of Scientific Perspectives To Solve Daily Problems And Satisfy Everyday Needs And Requirements 
(Demir, 2014). In Other Words, Scientific Creativity Can Be Described As A Thinking Skill That Enables 
Individuals To Produce May Original Ideas In Different Areas By Utilizing An Interdisciplinary And Innovative 
Approach In Science, Technology, And Arts (Aesthetics) – Generally With The Aim Of Resolving A Particular 
Problem (Demir, 2014). 
An Evaluation Of The Dimensions (I.E. Themes And Codes) Expressed By The Science Teacher Candidates 
When Describing Concepts Of Scientific Creativity Revealed That The Most Commonly Used Terms Were 
“Science/Scientific Thinking,” “Difference/Innovation,” And “Producing Ideas/Thoughts;” While The Terms 
“Making Associations With Other Ideas,” “Producing Numerous Ideas," “Making Inventions,” And “Performing 
Experiments” Were Not Used At All; And The Terms “Originality,” “Scientific Knowledge,” “Knowledge,” “In-
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Depth/Detailed Examination,” “Designing,” “Product,” And “Imagination” Were Mentioned Only Occasionally. 
This Result Indicates That The Science Teacher Candidates Had A Rather Superficial Understanding Of The 
Concept Of Scientific Creativity. The Study Results Also Indicated That, When Defining The Concept Of 
Critical Thinking, The Expressions Most Commonly Used By The Science Teacher Candidates Were The 
“Expressing Positive/Negative Views Based On Facts,” “Being Objective/Impartial,” And “Looking At A 
Subject From All Angles.” These Results Demonstrated That The Answers Provided By The Students Were 
Correct Yet Insufficient. The Students Failed To Mention Other Important Characteristics Associated With 
Critical Thinking, Such As The Ability To Make Detailed Observations, Careful Examination, The Ability To 
Identify Problems, And The Ability To Develop New Approaches/Perspectives For Solving Problems.  
The Results Of This Study Indicated That The Science Teacher Candidates Did Not Have An In-Depth 
Understanding Or Interpretation Of The Concept Of Scientific Creativity, And That Their Knowledge Of Critical 
Thinking Was Correct Yet Insufficient. Science Classes Support The Development Of Scientific Creativity 
Among Students; As Such, Placing Further Emphasis On Creativity During These Classes Would Allow Students 
To Be Better Prepared For The Future (Kind And Kind, 2007). For This Reason, It Important To Evaluate And 
Determine The Opinions Of Science Teacher Candidates Regarding The Concepts Of Scientific Creativity And 
Critical Thinking. In This Context, We Believe That It Is Necessary To Conduct Further Studies Aiming To 
Assess And Develop/Improve The Scientific Creativity And Critical Thinking Of Science Teacher Candidates. 
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